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You can test all programming characteristics in EPLAN before starting to design projects: select
Utilities Tools -> Unit Testing. In the Unit Testing dialog, click the button and select a menu item. EEF
files are used to enter and control the design of electrical equipment using EPLAN Electric P8. They
contain units, parts, the wiring for a system, and individual building blocks, such as sensor, control,
and indicator modules. A person wishing to design an electrical system, must first create an EEF file,
then import it into the EPLAN Electric P8 program. In order to import an EEF file into EPLAN Electric
P8, select Utilities Parts Management, then click [Extras] Import, which opens the Import records

dialog. Then choose the EPLAN Data Portal Export Format, which is the EEF file, in the file type field.
The Make version number indicates the build platform used to generate the EPLAN Electric P8 project

file. The EMV version number indicates the EPLAN Electric P8 Version. If you have a license, the
product version number is the license number. If you are using a Demo account, the product version

number is 0. The build platform ranges from P8.1.0 through P8.2.3. EPLAN Electric P8 might have
been designed to have a global approach. However, as your project may have a limited geographical

scope, you can choose a location for the "home" address for the project. EPLAN Electric P8 fully
supports you during your calculations and calculations tasks. From the development of calculation

variants and carrying out a comprehensive analysis in the simulation engine, through to engineering
calculations for generating documents, EPLAN Electric P8 makes your life easier with all its functions.
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EPLAN’s product optimisation tools make it possible to optimise and improve the efficiency of your
production lines. This might be, for example, implementing semi automated production lines with
fewer service personnel or switching manual line workers off a line, if the productivity there is too

low. Are you working in the medical industry? Do you want to minimise your products’ environmental
footprint and work with clean and sustainable materials? EPLAN’s compliance means you are free to
develop and manufacture your products in a sustainable manner! With EPLAN Electric P8, engineers

in the process industry are equipped for the near future. EPLAN will make you ready for
digitalisation, for example, by integrating analysis, design and production. It’s a full range engineer

you work with. EPLAN Electric P8 is the right software for you! EPLAN, Germany’s most complete
engineering system for complex machine and plant projects. EPLAN offers you a complete, multi-

disciplinary solution with unparalleled support. To meet the demands of Industry 4.0 and for
operational efficiency, EPLAN is here. Workplace efficiency is becoming more and more important.

EPLAN simplifies the building, installation and production process in industry for you. Less time in the
workplace and more time for designing your innovative machines. EPLAN is the right choice for you.

EPLAN supports you with comprehensive and easy-to-use tools for you to design electrical
engineering. This also includes programming and analysis. EPLAN is available in various languages
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and modules, making it possible for you to optimise your entire product development process. An
example for a completely integrated solution is, for example, an automised product logistic.
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